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About This Game

Experience one war through two epic sagas where you will be a part of history or change it. Feel the power of the historically
authentic and decisive battles of the Pacific War. Relive some of the grandest and most critical naval battles of recent history

and for the first time, choose to lead your fleet to a completely different ending to the war. You will need intelligence and
expertise to plan your moves and constantly remain one step ahead of the enemy. With both strategy and action at your

command truly anticipate your opponent’s every move and turn the tide of war.

Features:

TWICE THE SIZE 
Lead the US and Japanese forces in two massive campaigns to relive or rewrite history with up to 28 missions to play
through!

MASTER YOUR FLEET 
Command and take direct control of over 100 authentic and prototype air, sea and undersea units including fighters,
bombers, kamikaze planes, cruisers, destroyers, aircraft carriers, submarines and lots more!!

NEW LEVEL OF REALISM 
Experience a new level of visual realism where the Pacific Ocean and its chains of islands truly come to life. Immerse
yourself in the action with the all new cockpit view.
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TAKE THE BATTLE ONLINE
Challenge your friends in 5 completely new and engaging multiplayer modes and take part in large online battles
featuring up to 100 units!!
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Title: Battlestations Pacific
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Eidos Studio Hungary
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 12 May, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (admin rights required)/Microsoft Windows Vista (admin rights required)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3+GHz or AMD Athlon 2.5+GHz

Memory: 1GB (Windows XP) / 2GB (Windows Vista) system memory

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6 series 6800GT (or better) / ATI 1800XT (or better)

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free Space

Sound: Direct X 9.0c compatible sound card and drivers

English,French,German,Italian
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More Zup! physics fun. :). alright, so black ops 1 is easily one of the best COD titles ever, and likely will remain so.
HOWEVER, the folks at aspyr sure must have spent the entire time they were supposed to be porting this game to OSX... with
all ten of their fingers and thumbs up their rear ends. as stated in other reviews, past the third level the game simply is broken.
my experience with the third level has been: if you die or reload a check point, youre f'd. white screen. the longest ive waited to
see if this white screen will do anything is 2 hours. ive been playing with the lowest settings at the lowest res.

Yet.. with all said and done... being able to play this game at all on my macbook pro is a nice experience. that should be
testament to both the quality of BO1 and my love for it.

I DONT WANT MY MONEY BACK, I WANT THE GAME I PAID FOR TO WORK AS IT WAS INTENDED

TL;DR terribly bugged port, aspyr folks are shmucks, yet bo1 remains incredible

Add me, we'll play some zombies!. Definitely recommend this game to a fan of visual novels, or just to fans of good stories in
general. To get the best possible experience, you may have to use a walkthrough to suss out what to do, but it is very rewarding
when you do get the ending you want. 7/10. Sam and Max, Freelance Police! ... are back in season two.

(You can never have enough Sam and Max!!) - and yes, they are just as good in Season2. And if you thought they couldn't go
further than season 1... you will be surprised.

Note: You really need to play these games in order. The story builds, characters are introduced, and if you haven't played
previous games, you won't understand the backstory.

Hilariously imaginative, well-written, and adorable. Recommended! 9.5\/10. A very light hearted doujin game,perfect if you
just want to relax and take the edge off.. A waste of $20, could be added into a better game. The more time I was playing it,
made me realized how poorly done it was.
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Great game and lovely soundtracks!

I would recommend to play it.. Really awesome little indie title.
If you like the Trials games, you will love this.
Adds a level of depth to traditional stunt games and has great controller support.
Can't wait to see what these guys bring out next.. Panzer General V 15.0
so much fun!. Well, after playing the original smash cars on PC, this game feels like it's missing the fragile dynamics of the old
game. It feels like motorstorm but with crappy dirt trails in the way cars handle, the menus are obviously console oriented and
what happened to fast paced responsive controls?? Really disappointed, the original game has such cool physics yet this reeks of
an unfinished console port for a casual audience.

I recommend the original RC Cars game, though in 4:3 resolution, the graphics are not far apart, yet the gameplay is much
better. I was sold on the concept alone: big robot arm buddy. I didn't know I'd be in for some tough-as-nails platforming. Still,
I'm 3\/4 of the way through and can highly recommend this to anyone looking for a challenge with equal parts puzzle and
reflexes, precision and action.. It's definetely one of best VR games with bow mechanics. Headshots are juicy. The setting is a
bit silly, but it's matter of flavour I guess.. Overall a great game. Although i have played better games, and there are some things
that could be improved. I would have liked more vehicle customization. Also the drones are OP, and sometimes it makes the
game boring at points. But the drones are also alot of fun.. Ok I bought it, now where is it? (No it isn't in the game folder)
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